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Review of the master thesis 

In the last three decades, scholars from several fields turned their attention to various links 

between die formation of the modem historiography and the (re)construction of national identities, 

which is a theme that falls into a broader interest in social grounds and functions of history writing 

and social relevancy of past in general. More recently, several projects and volumes appeared that 

approached die issue from more general and compaiative perspective. The master thesis written by 

Imre Tarafas can be looked upon as a promising contribution precisely in this context. 

To be sure, tlie thesis remains Kmited to a particular case of Hungaiian historiography. Yet it 

is concerned with an intricate question formulated as how the major Hungarian (Magyar) historians 

from the late nineteenth century integrated other "nationalities", i.e. the ethnic groups living in the 

Kingdom of Hungary, into the historical narrative of Hungary. (8) The thesis thus opens up towards 

studying the interactions among various national narratives within multiethnic Hungary, a field that 

Imre actually entered, even if modestly and asymetrically, leaving the systematic comparison of the 

narratives, as well as larger comparisons of Hungarian historiography with examples from different 

contexts (e.g. Polish or Czech), for a fiiture research. 

Apart from introduction and conclusion, the main body of text has been divided into five 

chapters. In the first chapter, Imre introduces two major concepts of Hungarian nation that prevailed 

among Hungaiian (Magyar) intellectuals, i.e. political nation of Hungaiy and Hungarian nation-

state, with the latter becoming the determining political concept in the late dualistic period. Imre 

keeps the issue from the very beginning within the confines of the role of historical arguments. He 

shows convincingly that the two concepts of nation were underpinned by specific interpretations of 

Hmgarian history. The shared point in both views was particularly the inherent historical agency -

the capacity to make histoiy and create the state - that was attributed to Magyars and removed from 

historically passive "nationalities". 

The second chapter looks more closely at the legitimizing function of historical narratives in 

die context of the formation of modern historical profession. Imre argues that the birtli of modern 

and professional Hungarian historiography followed very much the same pattern as in some of the 

Western countries and demonstrates, on the example of French and German historiography, that 

Hungarian historians adopted not only the institutional and methodological anangements but also 



convictions about the high relevancy of historical research in the nation-building process that was 

nonetheless supposed to be perfectly compatible with rigorous postulates of objectivity and political 

disengagement. 

The very core of the thesis begins to unfold in the third chapter, in which Imre carefully 

presents six major historical syntiieses tiiat sei-ve as main source for analysis, and tlie respective 

historians. Imre chose titles that were all aimed at large audience, but differed in the profiles of their 

authors, ranging from autodidacts to new-style professional historians with various political and 

ideological beliefs. In chapter four, Imre infroduces two major events: the so-called "conquest" of 

Hungarian territory by the ancient Magyars in the late ninth century and the Revolution and War for 

independence in 1848-1849. Whereas the latter was still present in the lived memory of the societies 

in Hungarian kingdom, the former was grandiously reactualized during the Millennium, the festive 

year of 1896 that commemorated the thousand-year anniversary of the arrival of Magyars at the 

Caipadiian basin. Both events were quite reasonably chosen for tlie analysis, as tliey undoubtedly 

represented focal points in which the question of historical role and position of both Magyar and 

other major nationalities came sfrongly to the surface. 

The historical representation of the events is the focus of the final fifth chapter. This chapter 

fiiUy deplores the major questions; what groups qualify as nations, unlike "mere nationalities", and 

what die criteria of nationness are. It is this part that brings most interesting results. Imre shows 

convincingly that the historians shared a common view that Magyars were those who fully qualified 

as nation unlike other ethnic groups, yet they differed in their explanations of what actually made 

Magyars to such a privileged position. Imre discriminates between primordiaHsts on one hand, who 

sfressed innate national spirit that predetermined Magyars to become a ruling nation and, on the 

other hand, tliose authors who saw historical success - namely die capacity to create and maintain a 

sfrong state in the ethnically mixed environment - as the major qualifier. A certain lack of historical 

agency on the side of non-Magyar nationalities was in a way replicated, according to Imre, in the 

representations of the revolution of 1848-1849, in which the interpretation of national struggles for 

independence as plotted by Vienna government, panslavists, or a handful of intellectuals, became a 

commonplace. Civilizational mission of Magyais, visible in their medieval state-making capacity as 

well as in their recent revolutionary struggle for liberty, was the principal argumentative sttategy 

that could historically legitimize the socially dominant position of Magyar culture vis-a-vis other 

national movements in Hungary, without any need to deny presence and historical precedence of 

other ethnicities in the country. 

Imre's thesis is a piece of academic writing at its best. Imre systematically develops his main 

arguments throughout the text. The thesis is thoughtfully elaborated, the stiiicture is logical, and the 

argumentation is coherent and compact. It is methodologically clear and theoretically well-founded. 



and yet not overloaded with redimdant theories. The work with primary sources and the secondary 

literature is reliable. During his Prague stay, I could learn Imre as a very independent and dilligent 

student. Last not least, the text has been written with detachment and sense of impartiality. 

I argue the primary sources should definitely have been separated from secondary literature 

in die bibliography. Also, some mistakes in English and German spelling were not avoided, such as 

brake - break (24), Heinrich von Siebel - Sybel (34), Vormartz - Vormarz (43). Clearly, some parts 

of the analysis could have been a bit more extensive and the source base slighdy broader (the author 

suggests secondaiy school text-books), had the time allowed. But these are minor imperfections. 

To conclude, I gladly recommend the thesis by Imre Tarafas for the succesful defence and 

suggest the mark "A", that is excellent - in French grading tres bien (17/20) - in Czech vybome. 
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